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The Leadership Network

The Leadership Network – Central Office will further extend Central 

Office Leaders’ learning of the Leadership Network in the Blueprint for 

Systemic Reconfiguration by: 

● extending his/her current understanding of the Blueprint

● and gain insights from other Central Office Leaders in Blueprint-

installing districts across the State of Michigan.



Buildings

District

Teachers

Students

How does this graphic represent the Blueprint meaning of AT SCALE?



Session Logistics

SCECHs



Today’s Agenda

Welcome/Network’s Purpose
Grounding Activity
Review of Feedback Tools
Narrowing the Focus
Mapping out a small system cycle
Planning: Work with facilitator to action plan
Solution Room



Today’s Objectives

1. Deepen understanding of the role of feedback in developing others within 
the Learning-Focused Partnership by practicing with tools for providing 
feedback.

2. Examine how to use data to narrow your focus and provide feedback 
related to goals.

3. Gain an understanding of small system cycles,how it relates to system 
installation, and feedback.

4. Grow our individual and team capacity for leading the work of systemic 
reconfiguration by learning from one another.



Where to Find Session 
Resources



Working Agreements
Share ideas.

Encourage others to share.
Commit to confidentiality.

Ask questions.
Respectfully challenge thinking.

Be fully present.
Take care of your needs.

Use technology to enhance learning.





Learning-Focused Partnerships 
are like…..because……...

1 2 3

4 5 6



Grounding Activity -
Networking

What is one strength that you bring to the Central Office Team?
Who went out of their way last week to help you? What did they do 
and why was it so helpful?
How do you like to be recognized when you do something notable?
What is one aspect of your job that really frustrates you? What’s 
one idea you have for making that easier?
What is one area where you would like more feedback?



Processing Partners  

1

2



How to Continue Network 
Learning . . . 

Extension Activities:
■ Find in the Blueprint Warehouse
■ Network
■ Extended Learning Activities

www.menti.com
Code

http://www.menti.com


Objective: Deepen understanding of the role of feedback in 
developing others within the Learning-Focused Partnership by 
practicing with tools for providing feedback.

Feedback Review



Since last time we met . . .

● Reflect on feedback you delivered.
● How did your feedback conversations go?

○ What went well?  How do you know?
○ Did you encounter any missteps?  How might you course 

correct?



Defining Feedback
A dynamic process that uses dialogue 
and evidence to engage a learner, 
internally or with a learning partner, in 
constructing knowledge that results in 
changes in practice, performance, and 
self.

Joellen Killion - The Feedback Process



So, What is Feedback?
Feedback is about helping people understand what prevents them from 
reaching their goals . . . data that helps illustrate the current reality 
compared to the desired reality. Feedback helps people to set goals.

Feedback is about reinforcing appropriate behavior.

Feedback is intended to raise awareness of strengths, highlight areas 
for growth, and motivate change.

Competencies: Developing Others; Monitoring and Directiveness
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A Continuum for Self 
Reflection
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Three Steps to Effective 
Feedback

Provide precise praise (See It): Start off with one or two 
pieces of precise praise from your observation.
Probe (See It): Ask a targeted open-ended question about the 
core issue.
Identify problem & concrete action step (Name It):  Identify 
the problem and state a clear, measurable, observable action 
step that will address this issue.

Adapted From:  Leverage Leadership (2012). &  Leverage Leadership 2.0 (2018).  Paul Bambrick-Santoyo



Situation Behavior Impact (SBI) Feedback 

Adapted from: (CCL). C. for C.L., Weitzel, S. (2000).  Feedback That Works:  How to Build and Deliver Your Message.  North Carolina: Center 
for Creative Leadership.

The When/What/Where -
Be as specific as you 
can

What did you see?
Describe without 
judgement

What did the behavior 
cause?
Make the experience 
internal to individual

SITUATIO
N

BEHAVIOR IMPACT



Practice Scenario 1  

A leader you are working with has delegated some leadership 
responsibilities to enable him/her to capture time to get into 
classrooms more frequently. At the previous Building Network 
meeting, the leader delegated the responsibility of attending a low-
functioning (as indicated by the TCR reflection data and common 
assessment data) Teacher Collaborative group to the building’s 
instructional coach.  After the BN meeting, you overheard two 
building network members sharing their frustration of a lack of 
leadership and feeling overworked while others were not pulling their 
weight. 



Practice Scenario 2 



Practice Scenario 3  

You emailed a colleague in central office requesting information for 
your learning-focused partner.  As your email request was in the 
evening, and the information you are requesting would take a little 
time to pull together, you anticipated a response by the end of the 
week.  Your colleague gets back to you within 2 hours with all of the 
information that you requested. You are able to share it the next day 
with your learning-focused partner who is thrilled to have the 
information for his/her staff meeting. 



Practice Scenario 4  

You have been supporting your learning-focused partner, Mr. Shaw, with ongoing 
concerns presented by one of his Special Education teachers.  Mrs. Rose has taught 
the Emotionally Impaired classroom for several years. She currently has 6 students on 
caseload. You and Mr. Shaw have been working to increase the support for Tier II and 
Tier III interventions for students in his building and Mrs. Rose has been reluctant 
stating that her students are unpredictable and need more support academically and 
behaviorally than any other student in the building.  During your learning-focused 
partnership visit last week, you and Mr. Shaw discover that there are 5 students who 
need immediate intervention (based on this month’s SWIS data).  Mr. Shaw is 
prepared to discuss and assign students to Mrs. Rose.  When you arrive today, Mr. 
Shaw shares with you that Mrs. Rose has been signing out each day to coach 
volleyball, leaving at 2:30 (one hour before the end-of-school day).  He was not aware 
that Mrs. Rose was given a coaching assignment this year and this impacts the 
scheduling for new students.



Practice Scenario 5  

A building principal you work with asks you to join him as he visits a 5th-
grade classroom.  As you enter the room, the teacher is working to get 
control of the students to start reading instruction.  There are 3 students at 
the computers playing games and a fourth standing over them watching.  
The teacher asks the students to stop playing the games and to get to their 
seats.  The students ignore her and continue on.  The teacher makes 
another request and the students continue to ignore her.  This continues for 
a minute or so while the rest of the students in the classroom are eating 
snacks, wandering the room, and watching the situation at the computers.  
You begin to engage with a student who is sitting quietly while the principal 
attempts to help the teacher with the students at the computer.  After the 
principal intervenes, the four students make their way to their desks, which 
are conveniently all placed together in a group.  



When Giving Feedback Remember . . . 
1. Less is More.

1. Face-to-face feedback makes 
the difference.

1. Having teachers and leaders 
think about their teaching and 
learning improves performance.

Adapted From:  Leverage Leadership (2012). Bambrick-Santoyo 



Processing
❖ How important is 

modeling feedback for 
teachers and leaders?

❖ How might the 
continuum for self-
reflection impact the way 
that I approach providing 
feedback?

❖ In what situations might I 
use each feedback tool?





Objective: Examine how to use data to narrow your focus and 
provide feedback related to goals

Narrowing the Focus



Partner Talk

● How are you/your building 
partner currently providing 
feedback from your 
walkthrough observations?

● Is the feedback holistic 
(meeting/not meeting the 
vision) or based on specific 
teacher or student actions?



Key Points about Effective Feedback

● Focusing on observation and frequent feedback is the single most 
important variable in improving teacher performance. 

● We learn best when we can focus on one piece of feedback at a 
time. Giving less feedback more frequently maximizes teacher 
development.. 

● Action steps need to be bite-sized. Effective feedback makes big 
shifts in teacher practice by focusing on small changes in quick 
succession. 

Leverage Leadership, (2012), by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo 



Narrowing the Focus with HQI Data:
Heat Mapping Protocol
Working with a group (grade level team, department, etc.) or 
individual, use your HQI Teacher Actions to have each person 
complete the following:
● Highlight in green the actions that you do on a regular 

basis/feel that you do well
● Highlight in yellow the actions that you do sometimes/feel like 

you are developing in this area
● Highlight in pink the actions that you seldom do/feel like you 

need additional support to grow in this area



Narrowing the Focus with HQI Data

Review the individual/group perceptions from the heat mapping 
protocol, then CO/Building leaders:
● Compare these perceptions with what you are seeing in 

walkthroughs
● Consider alignment between these perceptions and what your 

teacher evaluation data shows
● Think about how these teacher actions might connect with 

district and building goals and initiatives



Heat Mapping Protocol: Example

● Teacher provides skillful, instructional scaffolding with the gradual release model of instruction (I do, we do, you 
do) to ensure students are able to become independent and self-regulated learners.

● Teacher ensures that students become aware of the values, complexities, and dilemmas involved in an issue.

● Teacher ensures that instruction focuses on sustained examination of a few important topics rather than 
superficial coverage of many.

● Teacher promotes subject-specific "talk" that facilitates the construction of meaning and develops important 
social understanding.

● Teacher models and asks students to engage in reflective thinking and decision-making as events unfold during 
instruction.

● Teacher encourages recognition of opposing points-of-view, respect for well-supported positions, sensitivity to 
cultural similarities and differences, and a commitment to social responsibility.

● Teacher models seriousness of purpose and a thoughtful approach to inquiry and uses instructional strategies 
designed to elicit and support similar qualities from students.

● Teacher expects students to provide well-reasoned arguments rather than opinions voiced without adequate 
thought or commitment.



Narrowing the Focus: Example

District Priorities: Equity (Board of Education goal), Writing 
claims/arguments and supporting with evidence (in all core areas 
based upon achievement data)

Building Priority: Shifting responsibility for asking/answering 
questions to the students



Narrowing the Focus: Example

The following teacher actions were commonly highlighted in yellow (we 
do them sometimes/developing) AND they were related to our district 
and building priorities. 
● Teacher encourages recognition of opposing points of view, respect for well-supported positions, 

sensitivity to cultural similarities and differences, and a commitment to social responsibility.

● Teacher models seriousness of purpose and a thoughtful approach to inquiry and uses instructional 
strategies designed to elicit and support similar qualities from students.

● Teacher expects students to provide well-reasoned arguments rather than opinions voiced without 
adequate thought or commitment.

Therefore, a decision was made to focus feedback, professional 
learning, and collaborative time around these teacher actions for a 
given time (short or medium term goal).



How might you narrow the focus of 
your Evaluation Tool feedback?
Using aggregate data:

Indicator Ineffective Minimally Effective Effective Highly Effective

2a - Environment of 
Respect

1 13 6

2b -Learning Culture 1 16 4

2c - Procedures 1 3 14 2

2d - Behavior 1 5 12 2

2e - Physical Space 2 15 3

3a - Communicating 1 14 5

3b - Questioning/Disc. 3 7 9 1

3c - Engagement 6 12 2

3d - Assessment 2 7 9 2

3e - Responsiveness 1 4 13 2



Narrowing the Focus

● How might narrowing the focus of the data support
leaders with providing feedback to teachers?

● How might narrowing the focus of the data support the 
district with identifying professional learning needs?

● What additional data points might you review to determine if 
you are on the right track?

● Might you use any of these protocols/strategies? How and 
why?





How might this represent installing a system?



Objective: Gain an understanding of small system cycles, and 
how they relate to system installation and feedback.

Mapping out a Small System 
Cycle 



Input-Process-Output-Feedback

Drivers: Problem-Solving, Performance Management, and Communication all play a key role. How data 
is analyzed, used to make decisions, and how decisions are communicated to ensure adjustments or 
additions are made to actions will lead to yield better results. 



What is a small system cycle?

Input Process Output Feedback

What we start with that 
affects what we do.

How we make our plan 
or concept happen. 

(actions, behaviors, 
routines)

What we intend to get 
out of the process.

(change in teacher/leader 
action, improved student 

learning)

Information about how 
our outcomes varied 

from our desired 
output. 

(decision about how to 
improve)

A vision, concept, or 
plan, as well as context, 
mindset, and conditions.

The process also needs 
to address the context in 

which we work.

Are we there yet? 
Outcomes are what 

actually comes out of 
the process.

We often include ideas 
about the process that 
might have led to any 

such difference.





Small System Cycle Questions to Consider

What is a specific area of focus or opportunity for growth connected to 
district identified priorities and goals? What is currently in place?

What decision was made to try to change outcomes? (Input)

What is the intended result? What are the actual outcomes? (Output)

What actions/practices support the output? (Process)

How will you measure movement toward the output? 

How might the data inform adjustments to the system? (Feedback)

How will the decisions be communicated? (Feedback)



Identified a 
need to be 
Healthier -

Develop a Get 
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Investigated 
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Changed 
eating habits 

to reduce 
eating foods 
with carbs
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and have 
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District 
establishes 

goal of 
increasing 

student 
attendance

DN and BN 
identify and 
use data to 

inform 
decisions

Mentors 
assigned to 

students 
with 

chronic 
absences

Each building 
identifies 

students in need 
of additional 

support

Weekly goal 
setting with 

identified 
students and 
and monthly 
review at the 
district level

Improve 
rates of 

attendance 
& increase 

student ach.

Input (Effort) Process Output (Outcomes)

Feedback

Monitor implementation of the intervention; Review 
attendance data to see if there is a positive impact 
for identified students; long-term look at student 
achievement data

Student & 
Mentor 
meet 

3x per 
week 



District 
developed 

Walkthroug
h Form

PL for 
Principals 

and 
Teachers on 

form
Feedback to 
Teachers via 

form or 
conversation

Analyzed 
data at DN 

and BN

Performed 
Walkthroughs,  
collected data

See visible  
changes in 

teacher 
practices

Input (Effort) Process Output (Outcomes)

Feedback

Use walkthrough data, data on feedback 
conversations; Long-term: student outcome data 



How Can a District Implement a Small System Cycle?

Superintendent +
District Network

What decision was 
made to try to 
change outcomes?

What actions are 
being taken that 
would lead to new 
outcomes?

What would we 
expect to see as a 
result of this, and 
what are the actual 
outcomes?

What does the data 
suggest that we do 
differently next time to 
improve outcomes?

Identify Goal
and Needed

Actions

Implement
Actions in 
Buildings / 

Classrooms

Collect Process
and Outcome

Measures

Analyze Process
and Outcomes,

Identify Possible
Improvements,

and Communicate
Changes for Next Time

Input (Effort)

Process

Output 
(Outcomes)

Feedback



Input (Effort) Process Output (Outcomes)

Feedback
What Leader or Teacher actions 
are needed to complete the 
system?

What support is needed? From 
Whom?

What information might we use 
to see how close we are to our 
desired output? How will we use 
this data to inform decisions?



District Application

Let’s try to draft a district small system 
cycle based on what you are doing in your 
district.
There are two choices:

Draft your own gear diagram
Draft your own chart/answer 

questions



Input (Effort) Process Output (Outcomes)

Feedback

What information might we use to see 
how close we are to our desired 
output??

What District Action is Needed 
to Complete the System?

What support is needed? From 
Whom?



Chart: Record your own small system cycle 
Area of Focus:

Input Process Output Feedback

What we start 
with that affects 

what we do.

How we make our 
plan or concept 
happen. (actions, 
behaviors, routines).

What we intend to get 
out of the process. 

(change in teacher/leader action, 
improved student learning)

Information about how 
our outcomes varied 

from our desired 
output. (Decision about how 

to improve)

A vision, 
concept, or plan, 

as well as 
context, mindset, 
and conditions.

The process also 
needs to address the 
context in which we 

work.

Are we there yet? 
Outcomes are what 

actually comes out of the 
process.

We often include ideas 
about the process that 
might have led to any 

such difference.

What Leader or 
Teacher actions are 
needed to complete 
the system?

What support is 
needed? From 
Whom?



One-Minute Papers

Reflect and write on a piece of paper
★One thing you learned
★One thing you plan to use right away
★One thing you want to try that might present a 

challenge



Differentiation Time
Determine how you want to spend the 
remainder of your time today to best prepare 
you for next steps:

★ Time with facilitator
★ Time with other SWFT members
★ Time with colleagues
★ Self reflection/planning my next steps
★ What extension activities am I 

committing to do?
★ Other





Objective: Grow our individual and team capacity for leading the 
work of systemic reconfiguration by learning from one another.

Solution Room



Solution Room: Networking

On your own, identify a 
problem of practice 
(work related) that you 
are currently 
experiencing . . . briefly 
write out a description of 
the problem and include 
any relevant details 
including context



Solution Room: Networking Protocol
Conduct the following protocol using the Solution Room Networking 
handout for participants working in pairs

a. Each individual identifies a problem of practice that they are 
currently experiencing (briefly describe the problem and write in 
the top section of the handout) 

b. Select one person to go first
c. The selected person will read their challenge to their partner and 

then the partner will pose questions,  generate ideas, resources 
and/or solutions to the individual challenge 

d. Repeat part c for the other partner
e. Find another partner. Repeat steps a-d



Objective: Grow our individual and team capacity for leading the 
work of systemic reconfiguration by learning from one another.

Scenarios



Scenario 1  

Your district is in a financial crunch.  Teaching positions 
have been cut.  Pupil/teacher ratios are soaring.  The 
teachers wonder how larger classes will affect them.  
Teachers worry how they might possibly meet the 
academic needs of their students and are concerned that 
maintaining classroom discipline will be more challenging 
than ever.  How can you keep staff motivated?



Scenario 2  

Your third graders did not fare well on the latest state 
reading achievement test; 25% of them scored at the 
lowest level in reading.  The state’s policy dictates that 
students who score at the lowest level must be 
automatically retained.  Given your situation, you will be 
retaining a full quarter of the class.  What can you do to 
ensure that next year’s results are a big improvement?



Scenario 3  

Several association members (elementary teachers) have approached you 
with concerns about their elementary principal.  They feel he operates the 
building from a dictatorial stance and is inflexible in this thinking.  For 
example, when the building leadership team proposed revising the daily 
schedule to support a common intervention time at each grade level so that 
multiple teachers in the building would be available to target groups of 
students and their respective needs, he indicated that each teacher would 
need to be responsible for meeting his or her own students’ needs.  He was 
not open to exploring options for best meeting students’ needs.  They worry 
he doesn’t understand instruction very well and is making decisions without  
all the information he needs.  They want to know what they should do and 
what you can do.



Before You Go

1.Register yourself for 
professional learning (Network 
date: 4/29)

1.Complete Survey (emailed)
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Follow the MI Excel Statewide Field Team on Social Media

Twitter - @Blueprint_SWFT

Facebook - MI Excel Blueprint Professional Learning

Instagram - @blueprint_swft
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